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About This Game

Build a city and become a business tycoon, all with just a few clicks and patience! In Holyday City, you’re in charge of resource
management, business management, and the growth of your town into a sprawling metropolis.

As an idle game, your city will level up and expand as the game plays in the background. Clicker game mechanics let you build
and manage your businesses with a simple tap, so city expansion is a matter of time and management.

HOLYDAY CITY FEATURES:

YOU’RE THE TYCOON
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Use resource management to quickly build wealth and businesses

Simulation game that puts you in charge of growing businesses

Investment game mechanics where your business decisions boost your city’s growth

TOWN BUILDER

A build a city game that puts you in charge of businesses of all types

Restaurant management for a steady flow of income

Shopping store management to bring in small profits quickly

Upgrade buildings to create a booming town

IDLE CLICKER MECHANICS

Tap game gameplay lets you build and win with just a few taps

Idle gameplay continues your town’s growth even while you’re busy

Time management game mechanics let you grow your town quickly or over time

Incremental game advancements bring you from a small town to massive metropolis one step at a time

City builder excitement is at your fingertips! Download Holyday City Tycoon and create your amazing town now!

NOTE
Holyday City Reloaded has been produced by the same gaming studio that created Midas Gold Plus game.
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Holyday Studios
Publisher:
Holyday Studios
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